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VBP: How Does It Work?

- Value Based Purchasing is a broad set of performance-based payment strategies that link financial incentives to improve provider performance on a set of defined measures by both public and private payers. There are four broad types of VBP models:
- Pay-for-performance are payment arrangements designed to change provider behavior to achieve a set of objectives specified by the payer in which providers are rewarded (bonuses) or penalized (reductions in payments) based on meeting pre-established targets or benchmarks for measures of quality and/or efficiency.
- Risk Adjustment Payment Models penalize providers as much as 3% of Medicare revenue (2,610 hospitals totaling $428M) in 2014 for excessive readmissions within one month. Effective Apr 1 and froze replacements were added in 2014.
- Accountable care organizations are health care organizations comprising doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers that voluntarily come together to coordinate care and agree to be held accountable for the overall costs and quality of care for an assigned population of patients. Providers in the ACO agree to take financial risk and are eligible for a share of the savings achieved through integrated care delivery provided they achieve quality and spending targets negotiated between the ACO and the payer.
- Bundled payments is a method in which payments to health care providers are based on the expected costs for a clinically defined episode or bundle of related health care services involving both financial and quality performance accountability for the episode of care. Episode can be defined in different ways, cover varying periods of time (e.g., one year for a chronic condition, the period of the hospital stay and 30 days post-discharge), and include single or multiple health care providers of different types (e.g., hospital only, hospital and ambulatory provider).

Risk Sharing: Results from the MSSP & Pioneer ACO’s

- The first organizations in the MSSP were launched in two waves in April and July 2012, and CMS added additional ACOs to the program in January and December 2013.
- As of May 2014, the organizations in the MSSP covered 5.3 million of the total 20.5 million lives covered by all ACOs, according to Leavitt Partners analysis.
- In September 2014, CMS released the quality and financial results of the MSSP ACOs with 2012 start dates for the first performance year. Overall, the results are not seen promising, with only about 26 percent of the organizations decreasing spending enough to receive bonuses payments.
- The $3 ACOs that received bonuses earned more than $300 million as their share of program savings.
- Hospital-based Memorial Hermann ACO and Palm Springs (Calif.) ACO earned the largest bonuses, receiving $26.34 million and $19.34 million respectively.
- ACOs participating in the program improving on 26 of 33 quality measures.

Pioneer ACO

- In September 2014, CMS announced that the Pioneer Program was able to yield total program savings of $96 million (2012-2013) and resulted in ACOs in savings of $88 million.
- CMS also reported that the Pioneers were able to improve mean quality scores by 1.9 percent and increased performance on 26 of 33 measures between performance year one and performance year two.
- The program has experienced some attrition because of the higher levels of risk and program design from 31 at the outset to 19 after two years.

Today’s HealthCare Ecosystem

- Accountable Care Organizations are health care organizations comprising doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers that voluntarily come together to coordinate care and agree to be held accountable for the overall costs and quality of care for an assigned population of patients.
- ACOs participating in the program improving on 19 of 26 quality measures from performance year one to performance year two.
- As of May 2014, the organizations in the MSSP covered 5.3 million of the total 20.5 million lives covered by all ACOs, according to Leavitt Partners analysis.
- Since 2011, the number of commercial ACOs has steadily grown, and as of May 2014, 12.4 million lives were covered by an ACO with a commercial contract.
- Commercial ACOs are very similar toMedicare accounts, but the commercial insurers generally set their own quality metrics. Risk equations of ACO contracts vary from payor to payor.
- Commercial payors with the largest share of accountable care contracts are the following, according to Leavitt Partners: Cigna (19 percent), Aetna (18 percent), Humana (14 percent), Blue Cross & Blue Shield of California (9.7 percent) and the Obama health care plans (7.1 percent).
- Of commercial accountable care contracts, self-insured employers make up 28 percent.
- In 2012, CMS announced its goal to form 100 collaborative accountable care initiatives, its version of ACOs. By 2014, it surpassed this mark with 100 collaborative care arrangements in 27 states, covering more than 11 million commercial beneficiaries.
- UnitedHealthcare intends to continue to contract with ACOs, and estimates $55 billion of its reimburments to providers will be attributable to accountable care by 2017, double the $28 billion of its reimburments that are currently attributable to the model of care.
- Aetna Blue Cross Blue Shield launched in 2014 as an HMO that pools risk and revenue in a network of 6,000 docs and 14 hospitals serving the Aetna Health System, Good Samaritan Hospital and UCLA Health, at its Los Angeles Huntington Memorial, Pasadena, MemorialCare Health System, Fountain Valley, Min Health, Whittier, and Torrance (Calif.) Memorial Medical Center.
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**Does the Data Support O&P Services in VBP?**

- Among lower extremity prostheses patients, patients who received lower extremity prostheses had comparable Medicare episode payments (including the cost of the prosthetic) and better outcomes than patients who did not receive prostheses. The receipt of physical therapy is associated with fewer acute care hospitalizations and emergency room admissions, and less facility-based care, offsetting the cost of the prosthetic.

- Patients who received lower extremity orthoses had better outcomes over 18 months, defined as fewer acute care hospitalizations and emergency room admissions and reduced costs to Medicare (episode payments approximately 10 percent lower than the comparison group, including the cost of the orthosis). Additionally, these patients were able to sustain significantly more rehabilitation, and were able to remain in their homes as opposed to needing placement in facility-based settings.

- Patients who received spinal orthoses had comparable Medicare payments over 18 months to those who did not receive the orthosis, and higher reliance on ambulatory and home-based care (as opposed to facility-based care). This could suggest that the use of spinal orthoses allows patients to be less bedbound and “age in place” in their homes. While these patients tend to have more falls and fractures, which may be due to their increased ambulation and independence, these falls did not result in a higher number of emergency room admissions compared to comparison group patients.

- Each AOPA member seeking VBP business, should have a cheat sheet with information like this, and AOPA should take this on.

**The Cost of Falls and Fractures**

- One of the leading causes of hospital readmissions in the elderly. Ground level falls are highly predictive of a pattern of future readmissions to hospitals that has risen sharply over the last decade.

- $36 Billion in direct medical costs was spent treating the elderly for the effects of falls.

- Falls and fractures are the leading cause of injury-related death in the elderly; death rates have risen sharply over the last decade.

- About 2.5 million seniors are treated for non-fatal fall injuries in the emergency room annually of which 1/3 are hospitalized. Medicare reimburses about 80% of these services.

- Hip fractures caused by falls are highly correlated to the “cliff effect” that accelerates decline in the elderly. Upwards of 25% of seniors with hip fractures spend a year in a nursing home (largely reimbursed by Medicaid).

- This problem will only get worse as Boomers, in particular, those with the burden of lifestyle related chronic illness, age-in.

- Your business should have a well honed argument for the relationship between mobility and the rate of avoidable cost like those associated with hospital admissions.

**Making VBP Work for the O&P Profession**

- Each member and the industry have a role to play.

- On a tactical level, each member needs to be able to make the cost and quality argument around independence, utilization of the least restrictive level of care and avoidable admissions.

- At the industry level, AOPA has demonstrated added value by developing some data that can be very useful in establishing VBP relationships.

- Going forward, AOPA should:
  - Make studying the relationship between quality and cost in your professional a mission, in particular, how its insight on falls and fractures can lead to clinical process improvement;
  - Reduce this information to useable form by members;
  - Tackle falls and fractures as a strategic marketing cause to associate the profession in a positive light with their prevention.

- In so doing to start a meaningful conversation with:
  - The current consumer of O & P products and services.
  - A future consumer of your products and services, who is looking for answers, and who now makes decisions for the current consumer of your products and services.
  - Public policymakers.
  - Health plan and ACO executives.